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Abstract: Awfying obsen>ations token ina ccuple of karren terrain in the Totes Gebirge (Austria) theformsof karren rneanders 
and their development were studied and karren meander f>peS were specifred ln the !pKJW/edge of the conditions of 
development of the meander types not only the f>peS of karren troughs can be specijied but the development of specific karren 
troughs can be exp/ained too. 
The properlles of the bends (arc-length. meander wavelength. slale of development and slip-down intensily j of four karren 
troughs were studied in order to know the laws of meander development and to know the factars that trifluence slipping. Data 
hint at the slipping elepending on the gradient w hi/e to the lateral swlng of the channelline that eletennines the deve/oprnent and 
rate of development of the bend the gradient has litt/e and indire ct effect 

I. Introduction 

Scientists studying karren development specify a special meandering 
(bending) type of karren troughs (FRIDJOF, B. 1954, BÖGLJ, A. 1976, 
BALAZS, D. 1990). Aceording to the observations meandering can be 
characteristic to simple or composite troughs or even to rillen (DUNKERLEY, 
D. L., 1979). llis statement is well documented and represented by surveys 
illustrating karren fonns (SZUNYOGH G. -LAKOT ÁR K -SZ/GET! l. 1998, 
VERESS M-BARNA J 1998, BARNA J 1998). VERESS M. (1995) specifies 
meanders as true meanders when the channelline bent before the development 
of the karren trough or false meanders when the channel line started to bend 
only after the trough had developed. In composite troughs aceording to the 
position to one another of type I and ill troughs forced-, similar-, slipped-, 
confmed-, and free meanders were specified. (Though the author describes the 
slipping of the bend but at the specification of the meanders the lateral shifting 
of the channelline has not been considered.) The listed meanderscan either be 
false or true meanders. The type of the meander can be ídentified only 
considering if a slip of bends occur after the entrenchment of the master trough 
or not. 

Duríng the swing.ng of the channel line channel bends (meanders) 
develop. The lateral extension of the meander can be measured by the wid th of 
the meander zone (the area enveloped by the enveloping curves of the outer 
fringes of the meander ares), its size with the wavelength of the meander (the 
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shortest distance between two neighboring points of inflection or along the axis of 
the channel), the arc of the meander with the length of the meander (the elistanec 
between the points of inflection measured on the channelline) (BALOGH, K 1991, 
BORS Y, Z 1992). Because during the development of Y...arren troughs entrenchment 
occurs in the first place the development of karren troughs is not ideutical with the 
lateral development of middle comse type water courses but with the bend 
development of rivers of foreeel meandering. In the valleys of rivers of forced 
meandering meander slippage occurs (PÉCSI, M 1975). 

For the study of meander slippage observations were made in the Totes 
Gebirge at the No. 20 l hiking trail to the Widerkar Peak and at the No. 230 trail to 
the Gr. Scheibling Peak. Meandering troughs were surveyed in the letter location. 

II. Bend (Meander) slippage and its forms 

l . The Swinging of the Channel Line 

Solvent flowing on carbonate ground surface can progress straight or 
bending (Fig. l). Any particular point of the channelline can be positioned in 
the centralline of the flowing solventor anywhere else . 
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If it is positiened on the centralline but the solvent is bending, false 
swinging occurs (Fi g. l b) because the lining of the edge of the flow and its 
channel line is the same. If the channelline does not follow the central line, 
true swinging occurs (Figures l c, d). The swinging of the channelline can be 
temporary (functional) and steady. 

figun 2: Cltann.lline.r of asymmstricaJ trough al varialU 
jlawrale.f 

Legend: l. karren development on the roc/c, 2. water level, 3. 
channelli118, Q..".low water leve~ Q., medium Waler leve~ 

Q- high water level 

Punctional swinging of the channel line is caused by the changing 
discharge of the solvent in the trough (Fig. 2). To higher discharge higher 
flow velocity belongs that increases the length of the channel line. Punctional 
swinging can occur either at false or true swinging. 

During steady channel line swinging slippage occurs. This letter is not 
restricted to one single function. The causes of steady channelline swinging can 
be as follows: 
al In case of channelline swinging caused by external effect the channelline is 
not positioned there where it should during nonnal flow. The swinging does not 
occur because of the flow of the solvent but because water particles moving 
along the channelline hit obstacles. Swinging can be caused by the below listed 
causes: 
- false meander in the trough (Fi g 3a) or the bending of the flow, 
- asymmetric trough (Fig 3 b), 
-flow from tributary trough (Fig 3c), 
- trough-side (Fig 3d), 
- unevenness of the surface ( crack, calcite filling, eventually existing karren 
forms). 

In false meanders due to the inertia of the flow the chimnel line can not 
precisely follow the changes of dircetion of the trough. The channelline section 
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a O 15cm(cc.) ..___, o scm(cc.) .....___. 

c L2:Jm(cc.) d1 dz o 10cm(cc.) 

~1 ~z §3 ~ CJs l=?ls 1••17 Gs 

Figwn J: S!Wrpg of clsar111~lline cau.uul by externaJ C4US&f 

Legend: l. pntly ~ loping trough side, 2. vmical trougls side (type lll trougls), J . uverlsanpg trou.gh 
side, 4. dirt, J. trough bottom, 6. ~Úipe of trough bottom, 7. clu!nnld line, 8. 3Winging of cltatJMlline 

ccnueá by ullmtal ctnUU, 9. kngt/taing of chanMlline caliJed by flow inerlia, l O. localion of obltiJck 
hit by the citanMlline, a.fuúe WU~ander, b. tuymWU~tric trough, c. flowing water from tributtry trough, d. 

tlutre ir lDl angle b.t- charutd liM and trough side (d 1 the chtlllna/fir,. luu aJnody S~Wmg. d1 the 

chanM/line is SWIIIIg by dul slope of the trou.gh bottom) 

of the upstream trough section elongates towards the downstream rim of the 
trough and bits the side of the trougb. 

On ground surface without troughs the channelline of increasing flow 
can not follow the bending of the solvent The series of functional swings 
can lead to the development of skirts. As a coneiusion the steady swing of 
the channel line can occur if the laterally ever elongating skirt reaches the 
channelline at the entrencbing trough bottom. 

ln the case of a symmetric trough the collision is caused by different 
influence. In such troughs arcing niches (overhangs) vary with variously 
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shaped convex trough wall sections ( skirts ). Consequently water particles 
that move along a channel line parallel with the arced section arríve to a 
section with a different arc where the channelline will not be parallel with 
the new arced section will coliide with the trough wall. 

The ro le of the sicirt and trough sides in the deviation of the channel 
line is secondary. They can only cause swinging if it had occurred caused by 
some other effect. It shall be noted that the channel line can hit the trough 
side even if its swinging had not yet occurred. E. g. in a case when the trough 
bottom is of such gradient that the solvent does not run parallel with the 
trough side but at an angle with it (Fig. 3d1). 

The swinging of the channel line if it is caused by extemal forces will 
subside if the forces cease to act. The channel line "smoothes out", the 
subsequent meanders of the trough become ever smaller, the meander zone 
decreases. The local swings of the channel line make the meanders thernselves of 
local development. It may occur that an individnal swing causes a series of 
swings as the swinging channelline bits one and the other trough side. Finally it 
can be mentioned that self generation is frequent. This shall be understood that 
caused by some form (e. g. skirt) the channelline swings this causing the fiuther 
growth of this form that influences the magnitude of the swinging. 

b/ Channelline swing due to inherent causes is generated by the flow 
of the solvent. It can develop on homogenous, smooth rock surface where 
the movement of water particles is nm hindered by any obstacle. (The cause 
of development is unknown, it can be caused by the saturation of the 
solvent.) The bending of the solvent can occur even before the development 
of the trough. 

2. The Slippage 

Dissolution is more intensíve where the flow velocity of the solvent 
is higher. At higher velocity the transportation of the Ca++ ions and this way 
the adequate difference of concentration is maintained between rock and 
solvent. Thus the dissolution of the trough bottom is of the biggest 
magnitude at the neighborhood of the water level (laminar flow) or at the 
water level (turbulent flow) and in the letter case at the channel line. 

While at the swinging of a functional channelline its position changes 
only in plane, at slippage it changes in space, because in the letter case due to the 
entrenching of the trough in the course of the channel line swing it gets ever 
deeper too. This process is irreversible. The cause of this is that the development 
symmetric trough form, the development of which can be linked with the 
swinging of the channel line "preserves" (bigger swings than the functional 
channel line swinging are not allowed by the trough sides) the lining of the 
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channel line in a certain time. {It shall be noted that the functional shift of the 
channelline does not whoily happen in a plane because the water level changes 
in thefunction of the flow rate.) 

l. 

@® . .. . .. @ ® 

ll. 

FL2J1 ~21JB3 [I[]4(![]5 ~6 CIJ7 
Figure 4: Morpho/ogical foms of a karren meander 

O Scm(cc.) 
"-----

Legend: l plan, IL cross-section on the plan: l. gent/y sleping trough side, 2. slcirt, 
3. skirt te"ace, 4. overhanging side wall, S. trougA bottom, 6. meander terrace on the concave 

side, on the cross-section: 7. projection of the rlm of the overhanging wall, 8. convex trough 
side, 9a. sleirt remnant at the top, 9b. sleirt remnant at the bottom, l O. meander terrace (on skirt), 
ll. skirt terrace groove, 12. meander te"ace (on overhanging wall), 13. asymmetric terrace 
groove, 14. symmetric terrace groove, lS. crest between te"ace grooves, 16. eroded crest 

between terrace grooves, 17. te"ace groove remnant 

Linked to the development of the trough the original channel line, the 
channelline at the initial slippage and the present channelline can be specitied 
The original channel line characterizes the flow of the solvent until the true 
swinging occurs. A channel line at the initial slippage on the ground smface -
thus at the heginning of the entrencbment - is an already swinging channel line. 
This channelline is documented by the rim of the trough. The present channel 
line is the one that can be traced at the plane of the presen.t trough bottom. 
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Figun 5: Sirirt fonru út grollltd-púrn (on obstlrvaJion) 

O 10 cm( cc.) 
~ 

úgend: sleirt of type I trough, 2. sleirt of type III trough, J. sleirt ending in edge (halfpyramid), 4. round 
(hal[ cone) sleirt, S. sleirt ending tn edge at top and rounded at bottom, 6. directton of flow 

The difference of the initial and original channel line is the channel 
line swing before the development of the trough, while the initial difference 
of the present channel line and the slippage is the swinging at trough 
development, the slippage. The total swing of the channel line can be 
measured on the perpendicular drawn to the tangent at any point of the 
trough rim and with the sum of the borizontal projections of the channelline 
swing prior to trough development. (It can be noted that caused by the 
slippage two kinds of bed zones can be specified. The original one that can 
be traced at the trough rims and the present one that is at the level of the 
trough bottom.) 

In such trough bottoms where the channel line is positioned in the 
middle . of the trough at ali times (false swing may only occur), the 
dissolution and entrenchment is the biggest in this location. Resulting from 
this symmetric troughs develop in the bends (false meander, Picture 1). 

If the channelline is not positioned in the middle of the trough (true 
swing) the trough does not entrench most intensively in the middle of the 
bottom. In these cases troughs of asymmetric cross section develop (true 
meander). As channelline swinging may occur at false swinging as weil 
(functional channelline swinging) the trough can assume an asymmetric 
cross section. In a plan view the concave side of the trough becomes 
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overhanging the convex side of it becomes sioping (Fig. 4). Skirts develop in 
these letter locations, skirts that are of various form in plan view (Fig. 5) 
mostly of convex rimmed, widening down from the top, sioping trough sides 
in profile (Picture 2). 

Q 

0 2Qcm(cc.) ...____, 

o 1()cm(cc.) 
L..-.-1 

Figura 6: Connection of cllamud liM 1lippage -...ith development of the 
awtrlumging wall (a) and tilfereni slrirt shDpU (b) 

úgend: l. uppv «ige of owrlumging .ritk wall, 1. lower «ige of av.rhanging 
side wall aJ aclluÚ trough bottom, 3. halj pyramid shaped sltirt, 4. halj cone shap«l 

slrirt aJ top above, halj cone shaped skirt ct bottom, S. halj COM shap«< skirt, 6. 
cllamud w aJ octwú trough bottom, 7. /wo/ra cllamud W. 8. arceá cJwnn.lh 

3. The Morphogeneties of the True Meander 

3a. The Morphology of the Overhanging Wall and the Skirt 

Overhanging wall parts can develop in such trough sections too 
where the upper trough rims are straighl This hints that the swung channel 
line touches the trough rim only in a JX>int (or in a short section) at the 
heginning of the entrenchment (There where the upper trough rim is of 
arced lining itself it is possihle that the channel line followed the rim in a 
Ionger section at the heginning of the slippage.) At the same time it is 
characteristic to the three dimensional development of the overhanging wall 
that the length of the overhanging wall increases towards the present trough 
bottom. This can be explained by the steady slippage of the channel line. 
That is, in this case an ever Ionger section of the channelline adheres to the 
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trough side resulting that lateral solution becomes more intensive at ever Ionger 
sections developing overhanging walls (Fig. 6a ). 

l. JI. 

® - ® - ~m(cc:.) 

A 

b 2 -

Figure 7: Morphogenetic specifica/ion of asymmetric meanders 
Legend: .A. smaJ/ size slippage, B. large size slippage, L inifial/y slow slippage, Il. inifial/y quick slippage, 
l. fruh rock, 1. change of the channelline zone between maximum and minimum flow rate (the measure 
of swinging increases dllring the progress of time in BL And Bll. coses, due to the asymmetric form of the 

lrough), 3. caneave side and terracu, 3a. narrow meander terrace, 3b. wide meander terrace, 4. slcirt, 
4 a. small cross section, caneave slcirt, halj cone at top and halj pyramid at the bottom, 4 b. small cross 

scction, convcx slcirt, half pyramid at the top and ralher a half coM at the bottom, 4 c. large section 
caneave hal[ pyramid slcirt, 4d. large section convex sleirt large half pyramid at the top but rather halj 

C01Ut at the bottom, 5. hanging terraoe, 6. type lll lrough, 7. letTace groovc, 8. sleirt terrace groove 

Skirts develop at locations where the actual channel line is positioned 
further on from the half width of the actnal trough bottom, because here the 
solution is less intensive as it is at the opposite wall of the trough. Aceording to 
slippage the surface of the skirt is mostly cut off. A certain trough section can 
develop bends with or without skirts. The area bordered by the bend can shift 
gradually to the surface of the skirt but it may develop a sharp border wi th it 

Because of the different development of the channel line sicirts of 
varying forms develop (Figures 5, 6). H the change of dircetion of the channel 
line is sharp, the sk:irt protrudes from the trough side as a half-pyramid. H it is 
rounded the sk:irt will be a rounded half-cone. H it becomes ever more arced 
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eJuring entrenchment the upper part of the sleirt will be half-pyramid, the lower 
part half-cone shaped. 

so 

l. ll. 

Q 
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c 

ct® 
'L_3m(cc.} 

( ....... !, lrr)11 ......... !J Q. B!!Js 11116 f227 [[Ja 

Figvn 8: Mutul.r IDTtu» typa 
úg1111d.: t~.follliiTrtu», b.~ t.race, c. co~ letTIIC6, d. 

lumging t.rac., l grurnd-plan, n. crou....ctiott tm top-'IÚW 
(.-:ticnu tliiiZr t/w sltirá), l. .dp of typlll vmü:4/.JUJ. troug/1, 1. 
flWIII}y sioping .JUJ. of lyptl I trovg/1, J . .dgwoftyptl ID troug/1, 4. 

-'uzttging .JUJ. wtJJ, s .. Jlirl, 6. 1MIIIIlár letTtu», 7. trovg/1 bottom 
t.rac. itt c:nw....ctiott, 8. projtlction of «lgrr of -'uzttging wtJJ, 9. 
typtlltrouglt, 10. typtllDtroug/t, ll . ...,...,..,._, 11.üirl, JJ. 

troligil boltolll terrae. 



symmetrieal lopsidcd temces 

Fi~ 9: V arialioliS of the oiMtiiWd temwu in QS)'IIIIMtric trovg/1 siM.~ 

The shape of the skirt is not only developed by the geometry of the 
channelline but by the measure of the slippage too. At quick entrenchment and 
big channelline swing or when the functional swing is small the sldrts will be 
half pyramids while at slow entrenchment and small channel line swing and at 
big functional swing, half-cone shaped skirt develop. That is, in the first case the 
channelline is positioned farther in the letter cases nearer to the skirt. If the two 
processes are consequent at the same skirt it will be half-pyramid shaped at the 
top and half-cone shaped at the bottom. 

The morphology of the bend is shaped by the measure and pace of 
the slippage of the channel line. If the entrenchment is quick or if in the 
course of one function the flow rate does not or only slightly changes, only 
small slippage will belong to a unit entrenchment (Fig. 7.A). In this case the 
skirt is short in profile. If the measure of the swing gradually increases the 
section of the sicirt will be concave (the point of inflection closer to the 
trough bottom) but if the swing is consider(lble at the heginning of the 
entrenchment and than it gradually decreases, a convex skirt develops (the 
point of inflection closer to the trough-rim). The opposite side of the trough 
is Iess overhanging or vertical. 

To siower entrenchment bigger bend slippage may belong, the 
section of the skirt will be long (Fi g. 7. B). The opposite side of the trough is 
overhanging. It may occur in this case too that the section of the sk:irt is 
concave (the measure of the swing gradually increases) or convex (the 
measure of the swing· decreases during the slippage ). 

The slippage can be gradual or intermittcnt At gradual slippage the 
flow rate does not vary or not much, the channelline does not shift during the 
same function. The surface of the skirt and the opposite overhanging walls 
aresmooth. 
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lhoro il oit!Mt akirt or 
ov~ wall 

there i• neithtr 
OYCriw>aÜ!f 
>~~ali, norakirt 

tornec aroov• of <W~rh~nafn, 
lho in•or ttou&h wall or Ih• inne r 
undor an older trOU&h uoder 
tomee aroov• an older w rt 

Figure l O: Ten-aces and fetTace groups 1bserwd on feaiures of asymmetric trovglu 

The skirts are often damaged. Active developing sicirts can be 
damaged by the flow in the trough bottom. This can happen longitudinally 
(lopsided skirt) or laterally at right angle to the sk:irt. In the letter case a 
bend-beheading occurs. The remnant of the skirt turns into an inselberg. 
Older inactive sleirts are damaged by frost (damaged skirt). 

3b. Meander Terraces 

True· meanders can be terraced or without terraces. 
Meander terraces can be weil differentiated from karren terraces 

(VERESS. M 1995). The letter can be traced continually on the trough 
bottoms at considerable length while the other can be found only locally in 
the meanders (Picture 3). The meander terraces are such plane surfaces of 
small extension that can be located in the concave side of the bend or in the 
skirts of the convex side (Figures 4, 8). Terracescan be located at the trough 
bottoms ( trough bottom meander terraces) or above the bottom in the trough 
sides (hanging terraces). The trough bottom terracescan be full terraces (the 
skirt does not extend beyond the rim of the concave side) incomplete terraces 
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(the skirt extends beyond the rim of the con ca ve side) and composite terraces 
(the meander terrace transforms to karren terrace ). 

/ ~ l 
'~ ' 

D • ,, 
~Q. 

l 
/ 

l. 

f ~: l 
\ 

a c 
r:za, l • •12 l-al3 l • • •14 aJs lA- ·.A:l6 

Figvre ll: Meander types 
Legtmd: on grollllli-plan: l. karren devtslopnumt on the rock, 1. type Itrough, 3 . .rkirt .rtarting al the 

trovgh rim, 4 . .rkirt on the luwer part of the trough .ride, 5. overhonging wall, 6. place of .rection, on CI'038-

.rection: 7. overhanging .ride wall, 8 . .rlcirt, 9. nwu:s, 10. symmetric cro.rs-.section trnuglr and part of 
trough, ll. tuymmeiric cros.r-section trouglr, a. falu 7114ander, b. 7114ander remnant, c. loop 7114ander, d. 

Jewsioping m~~ander, L vertica/-view, Il siM view. 

While the development of karren terraces can be explaiiled by the 
development of inner troughs (the remnants of the older trough bed make the 
terrace ), the development of the meander terraces of the concave side are due 
to the slippage. The slippage is not enough as an explanation for the 
development of these forms. The following hint at this: 
- the nich e ( overhanging wall) is not located opposite to the skirt, 
- the plan view of the skirt and the shape and size of the terraces are not 
identical, 
- terraces don't always develop in the true meander at the concave trough 
side, 
- terraces can develop on skirts. 

The terraces of the concave trough side develop if the channel line 
stays at this side for extended periods of time (not only at maximal 
discharge ). The following causes may have a role in this phenomenon: 
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- Due to the trough morphology resulted by the slippage (the developing 
· skirts have a decisive role in this respect) the channelline will be such as in 

the maximal discharge for ever extending periods of time . ..-------., 

a b c 
,._ ....... ,,82 E33 

Figww 12: Clutnnelline wave-lengih:r fl/ differmt meanáttr tn-
Legend· a. on faJ.Jy rrNIIIIIÓt!ring trougll wüh tMantMr ,__".ú, b. fl1lM tMantJ.ring on trouglr with 

/oop tMatuim- with Mpk áúwctiort ch1111p, c. fl1lM ~g on trougll with loop tManeiN with 
dollhl. Júwction cht~~~p, l. so/vat, or tM fl(;/g• of Jewloping trough, 2. original ch-l line, 3 . .rwiDig 

m-iliM, 4. wave-length of oripal ciJIIIJII6llituJ, 5. wave-length of .rwiDig cluznnelline 

- During entrenclunent the trough narrows. Therefore the filling of the 
trough will be higher even at smaller discharges. This results that the channel 
line will adhere to the concave trough side. 
- During entrenchment some troughs are recharged by more water. This 
results durably higher water level resulting the described situation. 

Sicirt terraces possibly develop when the lining of the channel line 
completely changes in a part of the trough. This is made possihle by the 
change of the morphology of the trough. 

Hanging terraces may develop if the lining of the channel line 
changes (it does not reach the concave trough side even at maximal 
discharge ). In this case an inn er trough develops at the edge of the existing 
terrace. The terrace gets into hanging position. 

Meander terrace-grooves are half channels (on the con ca ve side) or 
step-like some cm deep and some dm long grooves (on the skirt of the 
convex side) in the trough sides in the meanders (Fi g. 4). Sometimes their 
width may be so large that the who le overhanging of the trough wall will be 
nothing but one of them (giant groove ). The giant grooves can be easily said 
from the meander terraces as their lower plane is not borizontal but tilted 
(Picture 4). Giant grooves can be observed on the overhanging walls most 
frequently. They seidom occur singly. Most of the time two or three grooves 
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occur one above the other (Figures 9, l O). They characterize not only one 
bend of a certain trough or section of a trough but don 't necessarily occur in 
each . and every bend It seems that the similarly positioned solitary terrace 
grooves or the groups of them in subsequent meanders are situated along a 
plane tilted toward the lower end Grooves can be so close to each other that 
the side of the trough is nothing but an inter-groove ridge. (This ridge may 
be sharp or rounded.) The grooves can be symmetric or asymmetric in cross 
section. The upper or lower face of the groove may be missing (groove 
remnant). Regarding the occurrence of terrace grooves they can appear on 
one or on both sides of asymmetric troughs and in only the main trough or 
the inner trough or in both in a composite trough (Figures 9, l O). 

The terrace grooves possibly develop at or near to the level of the 
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a: ~-1(ll)m(cc.) b. O 5 cm( cc.) 
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Figun 13: Yariou.r rtv.r- (a, after Alkn) cmd /oop ~(b) 
úgmd: G l• G 2 U.flection point, R l • R 2• R 3 '-ul radiu.r, S cllamud line L 
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maximal flow (Fig. 1). For the development of terrace grooves the lateral 
solution in one particular level shall persist for an extended perlod of time. 
The condition of this occurrence is that the levels of the maximal flows 
persist to be the at the same level in the trough. (In the case of giant grooves 
the maximal flow characterizes the trough for a long time than it gradually 
drops during entrenchment.) The vertical sequence of grooves can be 
explained by the entrenchment of the trough bottom because the level of the 
maximal flow drops. 

a 

c 

l~ 11 ( ,,." 12 OCJ3 

b 

O a:Jcm(cc.) 
1.....-.1 

Jiigun 14: JoiNKJ 1"ÜÜMn witlt 1MII1Ufer ,._aiM 
Legmd: l. typ~ I trovglt, 2. typ1 Dl trough, 3. trough lldge with '/Ma1ld#r remnant, 

with dirt; .rtraighl typ~ I trough, &traigltt (a), or falre/y JMandtlring strained 
JMII1Id.r ,._.",., with typ~ Dl trowglt (b), fa/Wylflllll1llltltig typ~ I trough and 

JMII1Id.r IWMQIIIwidtfore«lfalre ~g (c) and s/ipptKI "_".. rat1UI1Jt 
tMtlt fore«lfalre ~g. (d) lRÁ typlDl trough .. 

The development of the terrace grooves near the water level explains 
the different shapes of them in the overhanging wall and ín the skirt. While 
ín the steep or overhanging wall the terrace grooves develop an upper face 
too, those ín the s1drt will have only lower faces (the skirt is subdivided into 
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steps of different inclination).It may happen that the inchnation of the skirt is 
not much and it is not divided into terraces at all. 

g 
O 3Jcm(cc.) 
1..-....J 

Figvre l J: Simple (a, b, c) and composite (d, B, t g, h .j) froug/ts mth m.andttr rwmutaná 
Legend: l. type I trough, 2. type III trough, 3. d4maged rimmed trough with 8/cirl,llimple 
trouglts: 8fraight (a), with falu 1Mandttr (b), arced (c) compoilil6 8lrllight trovgh8 wiJit 

1lt«<llder remnants: type I trough with m.ander remnf111t, type lll trouglr willtout tMII1IdN 
(d), type lll trougll with trw m.andttr ,_,.aná with forcttd 11'UU111dering (11), 1)1]» lll trouglr 

with tnJy 8/ip]J*i andfore«lm.andttr nrmnantJ (/) compom. fai. ~g frmltPs: 
wüh falu meanditring type lll trouglr (g), wiJit trw m.II1Uier PWMIZIII offorcttd mtll1Niering 

type lll trough {It), witA trw 1Mil1IMr ,_",_t 8/ip~ and forDMi m~~andering 1)1]» lll 
trovgh (j) 

The terrace grooves are not of identical height at the two sides. One 
of the causes of this may be that the solvent surges to the concave side 
(higher water level) and the other cause may be that the intensity of the 
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solution increases on the skirt when the channelline is near to it. This can 
happen at decreasing, thus low water level. 

ID. Meander Types 

Karren meanders can be specified in more than one aspects, e.g. by 
their age or size (HUTCmNSON, D. W. 1996). The specification in this 
paper regards morphogenetic aspects. 

Different meanders develop during the development of different 
karren troughs. 

Troughs meander when they are not very frequent or when solitary. 
If the number of occurrences is large, meandering is less characteristic. 
There must be a strong relation between the number of troughs and the type 
of flow of the solvent (it can be a sheet flow or it can be divided to strips). 
This suggests that the meandering (the swing of the channel line) develops 
when the solvent flows in strips on the surface. The type of the flow depends 
on the gradient of the slope as the density of troughs increases with the 
increasing gradient (ZENTAI, Z.- HORVÁTH, E. T. 1995). Thus strip type 
flow and meandering can be expected on slopes of moderate gradient. The 
t:roughs can develop as rainwater runnels or in the regressive way. 

The trough (or part of it) will be a rainwater runnel if it entrenches ali 
along its length thus the age of the development is the same at any of its 
sections. This trough development can occur if the solvent does not move in 
a sheet flow but in individual strips. The solvent flowing is strips can flow 
straight down the slope (the dircetion of the dip of the slope is uniform) on a 
changing course with false meandering (the dircetion of the dip of the slope 
is changing). 

In the case of retreating (regressive) troughs the end of the trough 
shifts in the opposite dircetion of the slope. Troughs of this type not only 
entrench but their length· increases as weil th us their lower sections are 
younger than the upper ones. The increase of the length occurs because 
solvent joins the trough-end from surfaces yet free of troughs. As the flow of 
the water is most intensíve parallel to the slope dircetion, the lengthening of 
the trough will be opposite to the slope direction. Straight troughs develop if 
the slope dircetion is uniform and bending (false ly meandering) troughs 
develop if the slope dircetion is changing. The time of the scparation to 
strips of the solvent is earlier than trough development on the same location. 
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l. False Meander 

In false meanders • though the trough is bending • the trough is 
symmetrical in cross section and neither skirt, nor overhanging wall can not 
be observed in the bends (Fi g ll a and Picture 1). This can be explained that 
the channel line only produced only false swings following the changes of 
direction of the solvent. This letter fo liowed the changes of direction of the 
trough. This is possihle if the trough develops backwards. (The false 
meanders are such trough sections that developed along slope parts of 
different directions.) 

In the bends of the false meanders the recess does not separate 
excessively from the neighborhood (the neck part is missing). In falsely 
meandering troughs the meander-zone and meander-length is small, the 
wavelength is long. 

2. True Meanders 

True meanders develop at the true (factual) swing of the channel line. 

2.1. Meander Remnants 

The rims of troughs containing meander remnants are arced. 
Neighboring ares connecting to each other make characteristic points. The 
individual points on one rim are located at the half distance of two points on the 
opposite side. Sicirts developed from rim to bottom are located at the points. 
(The skirts do not continue in such recess parts that are parts of the original 
ground surface circumvented by the bend.) The side wall is overhanging in the 
sections between the points (Fig. ll b, Picture 5). 

The length of the meander ares of the bend remnants can be very 
varying compared to the wavelength of the meander regarding that the swing 
of the channelline can be very varying as weil because of the lack of trough 
walls. The width of the meander zone is relatively small at the same time. 
This can be explained that the arc of the bends can not increase substantiaily 
during entrenchment. The original swing of the channelline is inherited. At 
the same time the growth of the bends towards their ends is limited by the 
returning channelline and by the opposite trough rim. 

The arced lining of the skirts in the whole extension of each 
particular trough side but particuiari y the arced lining of the opposite trough 
rim proves that the channel line swinging happened on the surface prior to 
the trough development ( channelline swinging prior to trough development). 
The channel line swings responsible for the development of meander 
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remnants were triggered by intemal causes in the case of such troughs that 
are straight and not inner troughs. The meander rem.nant morphology 
suggests the channelline swing of the solvent flowing on the surface that is 
possihle only if the developing trough is not regressive but rainwater runnel 
type. 

It can be observed that the meander remains troughs can not only be 
of straight lining. As a fact the trough rims don't show dual (composite) 
arcing. This can be explained only if it is suggested that the solvent causing 
the uniformly entrenching trough developed false meanders on the surface of 
varying slope direction. At the same time channelline swing occurred in the 
falsely meandering solvent. By this effect meander remnants developed on 
the trough of false meanders. In these cases the wavelength of the bend with 
meander remnants are always smaller than the wavelength of the false 
meanders consequently there is a series of bends wi th meander remnants on a 
bend of a false meander (Fig. 12a ). 

2.2. Looping meander 

The trough turns back on itself in a loop. The siopes and elevation of 
the recesses surrounded by the loops are ideutical with that of the original 
surface. Consequeutly beud shifting did not occur on the area of the recesses. 
The trough is asymmetrical, its morphology is simHar to that of troughs with 
meander remnants (Fig. ll. Picture 6). The width of the meander zone as 
well as the length of the meander arc is large, the waveleugth of the meander 
is small or shows a big variety. 

Looping meanders develop where the trough changes direction, thus 
they occur in false meanders (Fig. 12). Wheu the differeuce between the 
dircetion of two trough sections is about 90° than the wavelength of the loop 
will be the same as the wavelength of the false meander. It may occur that 
the direction of two trough sections are similar (longi tudinal trough sections) 
but these arc connected by a transverse section. The transverse section 
connects to the longitudinal trough sections by false meanders. The 
wavelength of the two loops is ideutical with the wavelength of the 
corresponding false meander. These properties hint that at this meander type 
the swing of the channel line is caused by the false meandering. 
Consequently the swing of the channelline can be traced back to an extemal 
cause. 

If the tooping meander is asymmetrical from its rims down means 
that the channelline swung right at the heginning of the entrenchment of the 
false meander. In this case the trough development is of the rainwater runnel 
type. 
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Looping meanders are most simitar to river meanders. These letter 
can be simple or composite that may have symmetric and asymmetric 
.varieties (Fig. 13a). These varieties can be observed at tooping meandersas 
weil (Fig. lJ b). 

It is not likely though that tooping meanders of varying ares represent 
the phases of a development sequence but rather represent the pattem of 
meandering of the solvent before the development of the trough. Exceptions 
may be the multiply composite meanders. It is frequently observable here 
that the multiple composition is caused by the sirirt development in the 
concave arc (counter-skirt). It develops in a way that the swung channelline 
can not follow the arc of the concave trough wall. It bits the wall at a point 
and this way a smaller opposite swing occurs. (Caused by this effect the 
bend becomes one of developing meanders as weil.) 

The tooping meander is a meander type that develops mostly in type 
ill troughs. Especially at locations where the master type I or II trough is 
wide. 

It is possihle that the tooping meanders develop at the changes of 
direction of the solvent flow, at functional channelline swings and deviations 
effected by the developing skirts. Aceording to the above said tooping 
meanders can develop with greater chance at the locaticns of the direction 
change of the solvent flow if the change of the quantity of the solvent is the 
bigger aswell as the ditferences of thepartsof the slope are the bigger. 

2.3. Veveloping Meander 

The trough rim is straight or if not, the trough is falsely meandering. 
The upper part of the master trough is symmetric that transforms to an 
asymmetric trough bottom downwards without a sharp cbange. The skirts do 
not develop on the who le side slope of the trough but only at the tower part 
of it, the overhanging walls don't develop (Fi g. ll d, Picture 7). There is no 
recess but if the recess is specifi ed as the area surrounded by the trough rim, 
it is situated on the skirt. 

The described change of the character of the trough cross section 
indicates that the channel line swing commences at the heginning of the 
trough entrenchment. 

The developing meandering troughs can be either rainwater runnels 
or retreating ones as the channelline swing is younger than the bcginning of 
the development of the trough. It hints at the regressive origin of troughs of 
such morphology if the true meanders are missing in the upper stretch them. 
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Morphological observations indicate - more studies shall be 
conducted in this respect - that either intemal or extemal causes may 
contribute to the swing of the channel line. 

2.4. Perishing Meander 

Asymmetry is restricted to the upper part of the trough. At concave 
trough rims and above vertical walls giant terrace grooves and hanging 
terraces develop, skirts of small size develop at the convex side that they 
gradually merge in to the trough sides. 

Perisbing meanders develop when the channel line does not swing 
below a certain trough depth. Perisbing meanders can be arced rimmed (like 
the rims of the troughs with meander remnants ), or without th ese. If the 
trough is arced rimmed, the channel line swing had happened before the 
commencement of the trough development (rainwater runnel trough 
development). If the rim of the trough is not arced, the swinging of the 
channelline occurred during the entrenchment of the trough. In this case the 
trough can be of either rainwater runnel, or regressive origin. (It hints on 
regression origin if true meanders are missing in certain parts of the trough.) 

The variotis types of bends occur in the type I, III (Tab/e J) but in 
type n either. 

Tab/e J. Meanders on one of karren ground surface part in Totes Gebirge 

Typeitlough Tj]1e m trol!@ 
Sketcbea of meandem true meander false meander true meander false meander 

;; + + + 
O 5cm(cc.) 
...__. 

}? 
+ 

O 5cm(cc.) 
............ 

~ 
+ 

O 5cm(cc.) 
............. 

?,) + x + 
O 5-20cm(cc.) ......__, 

~ 
+ 

O 5cm(cc.) ....__, 

H 
+ x + 

O 5·20cm(cc.) ....__, 

"?) ~Ocm(cc.) + 

x special case 
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IV. Tbe Meandering of Composite Trougbs 

The meandering of the inner troughs may be false or true. The inner 
trough contains false forced meanders if its false meanden follow the lining 
of the false meandcrs of the master trough. H true meanders develop in the 
inner trough~ true forced meandering develops. True forced meandering can 
develop either by the false or true meandering of the master trough. Both the 
false and the true meandering may be simitar or shifted forced meandering. 
In the first case the wavelength and number of bends is identical with that of 
the master trough ( either false- or true meanders ), but not in the letter case. 

-~- --1. 
JIZSIIL_r 

H, 

Fipn16a: Main partJ ofrilw Muú ajtlrr Z Bony (1991) 
]Agad.· J rJ. tM infltJction points ofbeluú, h I> h z IM cltonb of'-uú, Hz, Hz IM bovtuling 

/ina of'-uú, MIM dúiDitctl ofboiiiJding linG ofb.nth (IM width of"-/), Íz, Íz IM Wt.gtA of IM arC8of 
b.tub (bd- IM injl.clon poinD, along IM clumMlliM), kz, kz ll. r:iralmjitwa of"-Mf dTcl. 

~on tJw citord oftlw btinJ, R. rodi11.1 ofbelul (rodi11.1 o/IM eire/e draw~~ into tiN bend), D t:IUDMtttr, m 
IM Mig/11 of arc~ tJt rig/11 angill fD IM chord. 1M mitJdJit JiN of IM riwlr;., Vu1wn lMdt a dotllld 

liM, IM cJumn.lliM ..Wt/r do.rlutd liM. 
H the bending of the inner trough totally differs from that of the 

master trough (or this is straight) the meandering of the inner trough is false 
or restricted (Picture 3) as weil as it can be falsely or truly meandering 
(Picture 7). In the first case the width of the inner meander zone is 
detennined by the bottom width of the master trou~ in the letter case the 
meander zone of the inner trough is Iess wide than the bottom width of the 
master trough. 

Type I troughs can develop and entrench along their whole length 
(rainwater runnel type entrenchment) or regressively. 

Regressive troughs may be straight or meandering. Straight trougbs 
may be meander-tess or with developing meanders. (In the letter case the 
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swíng of the channelline commences during the entrenchment) The falsely 
meandering troughs may be tooping meandering or meander-less as weil. 
Regressive troughs may be simple or composite. 

The type II and III troughs in the type I trough of the composite 
trough are most frequently meander remnants (Fig. 14a)~ or falsely 
meandering wi th meander remnants (Fi g. 14b ). In both cases the type ID 
trough is of rainwater runnel origin but in the letter cases it is freely false 
meandering or restricted true meandering. In a falsely meandering type I 
trough the type ID can be false-meandering or containing meander remnants. 
The false meandering can be similar forced meandering (Fi g. 14c) and 
shifted forced meandering (Fig. 14á). 

Fígure 16b. Mainpartsofriver bend.t after IC Balogh (1991) 
Legend: H IM edge of meander zone, I1 I1I1 ... I1 ínjlection poínts, SZ 

widJh of the channel, K tM middJe line of the channel, J the central 
angle of the meander, T tM line of the meander axi.J, M the widlh of 

meander zone, L wav.-length of the nwander, l length of the nwander, 
C center of river recess, A widJh of river reces.J, R radiu.J of the bend 

If the channel line had swung before the trough developed, most of 
the times rainwater runnels develop with meander remnants. The troughs 
with meander remnants may be straight (Fig. 15a), or containing false 
meanders (Fig. 15b) eventually changing their direction (Fig. 15c). 

The rainwater runnel type troughs may be simple (Figures 15a, b, c) 
or composite (Figures 15d - J} In the letter case mostly type III troughs 
occur in type I troughs. Inside the straight composite troughs the type ill 
troughs are mostly meander-tess (Fig. 15á) or it may be a morphology made 
of meander remnants (Fi g. 15e ). Fi g. l 5 d shows a case where the type ID 
trough is regressive while in the cases shown Figures 15e and f it is a 
gradually entrenching rainwater runnel type development 

The Figures ]5 e and f show true forced meandering. That is, the true 
meanders in the type ID trough are determined by the true meanders of the 
type I trough. On Fig. 15e a true and similar type, on Fig. 15[ a true shifted 
forced meander is shown. 

Type III trough can develop in falsely meandering type m troughs 
falsely meandering thernselves with regression (Fig. 15g) or with a 
morphology made of meander remnants, that is with rainwater runnel type 
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development. In this case both the false- and true meandering may be similar 
(Figures 15g, h) or shifted (Fi g. 15j) forced meandering. 

_....---

b c 

d e 
B E32 B B G::Ds 

Figure 17: Plotiing ofinjlection poinls of trouglu with variows morphology 
Legend: a. plotiing of injlection poinls of a meandering river (after J. Cholnolcy), and of a trough 

that has no overhanging wall, b. in the care of .rtraight or almost .rtraight trough, wirere t/sere 
are overhanging wall.s aJ both .ride.s (developing meander), c. aJ meandering trough, wilere the 

overhanging wall Jev.loped aJ both loopt (loop or meander remnant), d. aJ meand6ring trough, 
where the overhanging wall Jev.loped only aJ one loop, e. aJ fal.sely meand6ring trough (the 

trough section.s are aJ about right angle), where t/sere is only one overhanging wall./ aJ trough 
wi th meonder remnanls and without overhanging wall, l . trough edge, 2. end of overhanging 

wall aJ the plain of trough botúJm, 3. praeni channel Ime, 4. previous channel Ime, 5. inflection 
point, 6. slcirt, 7. bo unding line, 8. 1M straight passing through the end of overhanging wall, 
which is parallel with the bowuling line of the ne:d loop, 9. middJe Ime, l O. halj widJJI of the 
trough aJ the middJe Ime, ll. shorte.rt hal[ widJJI betwun the mds of oppo.si/6 overhanging 

wa/ls, 12. 17le straight Imereceivedas the e:den.sion of the original channelime aJ the end of the 
overhanging wall where it cro.sses the original channel line, J 3. the shorte.rt halfwidJJI betwun 

oppo.tite neighboring sleirt tipt 
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V. The Correlation of the Causes of Meandering and the Sizes of 
Meander Components 

J. The Components of Ka"en Meanders 

Besides the component that have been described (meander 
wavelength, meander arc length and meander zone width) the following are 
specified (BALOGH, K 1991, BORSY; Z. 1992, Fig. 16a, b). The sinuosity of 
the meander is the ratio of the channelline and the axis length of the meander 
between two inflection points. 

The rate of development (J3) of the bend is detennined with the 
equation (LACZAY, 11982): 

i P=
h 

where i is the length of arc along the channel line, 
h is the wavelength of the meander or the c hord of the bend, 
LACZAY, L (1982) specifies river bends with the values of J3 (Tab/e Il): 

Tab/e Il: Ritw ht!ttd ~~by dtltir~ (UCZ4Y.L.l982) 

type of river bmd valueofP 

uodevdopcd bcnd <1,1 

dcvdopecl bcnd 1,1-1,4 
wdl dcvelopcd bcnd 1,4-3,5 

fully devdopcd bcnd >3,5 

The measurement of the various components of the trough bends is 
made possihle by the drawing of the various channellines on the survey map. 

The initial channel line can be detennined as the central curve 
between the trough rims. The opposite trough rim points can be staked out 
where the perpendicular of a point on the trough axis intersects the rims. The 
present channel line can be described with su.ch a curve that merges to the 
bottom of the overhanging walls and passes through the inflection points. 
(Wbere there is no overhanging waU the channelline can be detennined by 
the connecting of the infl.ection points with those points of the rim that are 
toucbed by the envelope curves.) Inflection points between neighboring 
bends of different morphology can be plotted using the methods shown on 
Fi g. 17. (The lining of the channelline is varying during any single function. 
Thus it is possihle that the channelline that can be plotted will approximate 
the channelline that occurs at high water.) The plotted channellines of a 
surveyed trough (No. 7) are sbown on Fig. 18. The validity of the plotting 
can be cbecked. The present channel line is of acceptable precision if the 
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Figur-e 18: Constnu:ted channellines oftrough No 7 (n~~mber in 
parenthesis idenliftes IM loop) 

Legend: J. edge of type I trough, 2. /g_,- edge of skirt, 3. end of 
gently sioping trough, 4. bottom of overhanging wall at IM plane of 

IM trough bottom, 5. inflection point, 6. presen t channel line, 7. 
previou.s channel line, 8. accessory straight along which the Skk and 

Skj values can be trU!QSured 
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Figure 19: Morphological map oftrough 7 ' · 
Legend: l. vertical side wall of type I trough, 2. gently sioping trough side of type Itrough., 3. 

vertica/side wall of type m trough, 4. plane trough bottom, 5. trough bottom terrace, 6. depth of 
trough (in centimeters), 7. slope direction oftrough bottom, 8. half pyramid slcirt, 9. halJ co ne slcirl, 
l 0. asymmetric slcirt, 11. halJ slcirt, 12. sleirt remnant with sharp pectination, l 3. meander terrace on 
slcirt, 14. overhanging wall, 15. meander terrace at overhanging wall, 16. terrace groove and major 
terrace groove (the positi on and size of the sma/1 terrace groove in the bendis not drawn to scale), 
17. position ofsection,, 18. solution threshold, step with depth (Ul centimeters), 19. Ihe gradient 

and slope direction of the surrounding rock swface, a. false/y meandering trough section, b. truly 
meandering trough part (b 1 with meander remnants, b2/oop meandering, b 3 developing 

meandering. b 4 ceasing meandering), the swinging of the channelline is due to intemal (a) reason 

(a 1 false meandering of trough, a 2 flowing water of tributary trough, a3 the bendor i ts slcirt, a 4 

edge of trough), section: l. overhanging wall of caneave lrough rim, 2. terrace on caneave trough 
side, 3. slcirt, 4. upper skirt remnant, 5. lower sleirt remnant, 6. terrace groove on the slcirt, 7. /rough 
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In the knowledge of the present channelline and the inflection points 
the length of the meander arc and the wavelength of the meander can be 
measured and from these results the.stage of development of the meander can 
be calculated. 

The maximum of the slippage can be determined at a bend 
determining the difference between the present and original channelline (SJs) 
and the difference between the initial slippage and the original channelline 
(Skk) in the plane of the map (Fig. 20). This is nothing else but the biggest 
measure of the overhanging of the concave trough rim that can be measured 
in the plane of the trougb bottom with a few exceptions (not detailed here). 
The slippage intensity (Li) belonging to a certain trough depth can be 

' determined: 

Sk ·- Sk~: Lí = ----'1'----
m 

where (S"Js) is the difference between the present and original channel .1. 
lines measured on the map. · b 

(Skk) is the difference between the initial slippage and the original 
channellines measured on the map. 

m is the depth of the trough in the bend. 
The number expressing the intensity of the slippage deterrnines the 

measure of the swing (lateral shift) of the channelline at unit entrenchment. 
The number expressing the intensity of the slippage is negative at opposite 
slippage because Skk > SJs. 

2. The Analysis of the Meander Components ofSurveyed Troughs 

Correlation between the slope gradient and the components of 
meanders ( slippage intensity, channel line swing) is sought for in the 
following. HUTCHINSON, D. W (1996) found correlation between the 
sinuosity of meandering troughs and the slope gradient. He found that the 
smaller is the slope gradient, the bigger is the sinuosity. It is not clear in the 
quoted communication from which measures of the trough bas been the channel 
line calculated. This has an importance because using the length of the bending 
trough rim the sinuosity of the trough before the entrenchment can be 
determined. 

Nine meandering troughs were surveyed and the scale 1:5 and 1:10 
contour (BARNA, J. 1998) and morphological (VERESS, M 1998) maps were 
drawn. On four of the contour maps the channel lines were successfully drawn 
and from one of the other maps data for the calculation of the slippage intensity 
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were measured (VERESS, M 1998). The topographic map ( showing the channel 
lines) and the m01phological map of trough No. 7 of the mentioned trougbs is 
presented in the paper (Figures 18, 19, Picture 8). 

The values of the slippage intensity were studied in relation with the 
gradient of the host surface. The numeric data of the various troughs were 
grouped by meander type considering if the development of the meander was 
resulted by intemal or extemal causes. 

Data of average slippage intensity calculated for the four troughs 
shows (Fig. 21) that the slippage intensity depends on the slope gradient in a 
reverse linear way. From the function produced by the usage of the data it 
can be detennined that the slippage is O at 15.49° slope gradient while it is 
the biggest, 0.350 l at O 0 • This letter value can not actually occur as at O o 

slope there is no flow and so there is no channel line swinging. At the 
producing of the function the No. 6 trough has been disregarded because of a 
reversed slippage. Quite naturally more data would be needed for the more 
accurate determination of the relation of the slippage intensity and slope 
gradient. 

\ 
(31 11" -rj2 1)(-J )3 B 1~ -ls 1•·-ls 

Figure 20: s-..inging of cha11nel/ine and ils components 
Legeud: l. trough rim, 2. end of overhangi11g wall at the trough boUom 

plane. 3. injleciion pcint, 4. preJent channel line. 5. channelline at the sWrt 
ofslippage. 6.previotLJ channel line, 7. slcirt, 8. S'7, 9. Skk• 10. SJc;- Skk 

The dependence of the slippage intensity on slope gradient can be 
probably explained with the fact that at large gradients there is no sufficient 
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time for the swinging of the channel line. (Intensive trough entrenchment is 
explained by the quick flow of the solvent) Consequently at targer slope 
gradient Iess swing occurs at unit entrenchment. The quick entrenchment of 
the trough can factually cause the swing as the existing trough wall decreases 
the measure of the channel line swing. When the trough wall develops 
quickly the swing is hindered right at the heginning thus the process of self 
generation is hindered as weil. (In self generation it is understood that 
because of the channelline swing an asymmetrical trough shape is resulted 
that just promotes later swinging.) The fact that the ev er aceelerating flow 
does not result lateral but vertical dissolution hints that the slope gradient has 
a greaterrole in the shaping of flow properties than those effects responsible 
for the channel line swing (internal and external causes). It hints to the 
relative independence of swinging from the slope gradient that the slippage 
intensity varies with the intemal and extemal causes. In the case of an 
intemal cause the average of the slippage intensity is 0.0928, while 0.2439 or 
0.2966 at extemal causes (Table III). The fact that the slippage intensity is 
bigger at an extemal cause may signal that the extemal cause effects the 
swinging in a greater degree than the intemal one. It seems that at some such 
troughs where the swinging of the channelline is caused by false meandering 
the increase of the slope gradient increases the magnitude of the swinging. 
(The swinging of the channelline is 1.85 cm in the No. 3 trough on a 3.29° 
slope and it is 4.45 cm in No. 7 at a 8.1° gradient slope.) This might be 
explained that the quicker is the flow of the solvent it has the more chance 
that the channel line bits the entrenching trough rim. For this reason the 
lateral solution is not siowed down during entrenchment. In the No. l trough 
however the channelline swing is large at small slope gradient, therefore for 
the analysis of the relation between the slope gradíent and the swinging of 
the channelline of false meandering in origin further survey is needed. In any 
case the listed data indicate that the swinging of the channelline can occur on 
land surfaces ofvarious gradients. 

Aceording to the data shown in Tab le III the stage of development of 
the meander depends on what caused the swinging of the channel line 
(internal or extemal cause ), because the meanders made by extemal causes 
are more developed than those made by intemal causes (2.5135 and 1.8724). 
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4. Conclusions 
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Figure 11: Relation of the s/ope angle and slippage inten.rity 

a. The classification of the fonns of karren meanders and the explanation of 
the development of the forms offer information to the understanding of the 
processes of solution on the trough bottom and to the knowledge about one 
variant of meandering that is connected with the process of karren 
development. 

b. The development of the karren meanders and their forms have been 
deduced from the swinging of the channellines oflinearly flowing solvent. 

c. With the classification of the meanders of the karren troughs two main 
types of trough development were recognized - the rainwater runnels and the 
regressive troughs. Those troughs that contain meander remnants, perisbing 
meandersor tooping meanders (these letter are asymmetric from their rims), are 
probably rainwater runnels. Falsely meandering troughs and those containing 
developing meanders (if their upper end is falsely meandering) are of 
regressive development. 
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d. The qualification of the simple but mainly the composite karren trough 
meanders offers data for the development of individnal troughs. With the 
explanation of the troughs occurring on any particular part of a karren 
ground surface the explanation of the development of a major karren ground 
surface becomes possible. 
e. The slippage intensity (LJ, that is, the lateral shift of the channel line at 
unit entrenchment depends on the gradient of the host ground slope. The 
occurrence of the swinging of the channelline and thus the development of a 
meander does not depend on the slope of the host surface if it has any. 
f. The development of the bend (that is expressed mostly in the growth of the arc 
of the channel line) is big if the solvent swings . in the shallow trough at the 
heginning of the entrenchment and the swinging persists dming the 
entrenchment. Thus the development ofbends (and the stage of development) is 
influenced by two effects: the effect of the channelline swinging and the slope 
gradient. The letter has ~ indirect influence such as the swinging of the channel 
line slows down in a smaller or bigger degree. It is suggested that the slope 
gradient intl.uences the swinging of the channelline directly too if it is caused by 
false meandering. 

Tab/e Dl: 1M averoges of camponenis (u.sing the daJa measured in the Nos. 3, 4, 6, 7 trouglr.s) 

meandertype loop developin_g 

cause of the ex ternal intemal ex ternal ali 
swinging n=3 n =7 n=13 n =20 
length of the 45,75 23,5 18,6153 21,0576 
ben d 
wavelength 15,125 12,0 10,38 11,19 

stage of 3,0233 2,0210 1,8992 1,9601 
development 
intensity of 0,3336 0,1056 0,2300 0,1678 
slippage 

• the number in parenthesis belongs to trough No. 6 (n=7) 
** witb tbc data oftrou'h No. 3 (n=J) 

IRODALOM 

remnant 

intemal ex ternal ali 
n- 2 n=6 n=8 
27,5 33,5833 30,54 
(66 71)* 
16,0 13,8333 14,9166 

_(16 87}* 
1,7239 2,6181 2,171 
(408)* 
0,08 0,1608 0,1204 

_(-3,32)* 

ali types 

internal ex ternal 
n=10 21 
25,5 32,6495 

14,0 13,1128 

1,8724 2,5135 

0,0928 0,2439 
0.2966** 
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PICTUREs 

l. False mea1lder (Asiago Plateau, !ta/y) 

2. True meander (Totes Gebirge) 
Lege1ld: l. skirt, 2. overhanging wall 

3. Meander terraces (Totes Gebirge) 

Lege1ld: l . type l trough, 2. type II trough, 3. skirt terrace, 4. terrace at overhanging wall, 5. gian/ terrace groove 

4. T me meander developed at false mea1lder (a mea1lder of the trough shown on piciure 3) 
Lege1ld: l. skirt, 2. overhanging wall, 3. gian/ terrace groove, 4. skirt terrace, 5. terrace on skirt, 6. type lll trough 

5. Mea1lder remnam (Totes Gebirge) 

6. Loop meander (Julian A/ps, Slovenia) 

7. Meandersof a composite trough (Totes Gebirge) 

Legend: l. faise/y meandering type l trough, 2. free/y meandering type lll trough, 3. loop meander, 4. developing 
meander, 5. skirt. demolished by type lll trough 

8. Trough No. 7 a1ld i ts meanders {Totes Gebirge, see the qualification of the meanders on Fi g 19,) 
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